In Brief Jacobson et al. report that repeated odor stimulation modifies odor-evoked activity in the zebrafish homolog of olfactory cortex. Modifications required sensory input, were not observed in the olfactory bulb, and depended on NMDA receptors. This experience-dependent plasticity may be involved in perceptual learning and novelty detection.
INTRODUCTION
Sensory information is represented by neuronal activity patterns that are subject to conflicting requirements. Activity patterns evoked by the same input should be stable over time to ensure reliable encoding of sensory information. However, sensory representations should also allow for plasticity to adjust sensory processing to changes in the environment. Insights into the processes that control stability and flexibility of neuronal representations are therefore critical to understand how neural codes are dynamically optimized in non-stationary environments.
The amplitude of sensory responses may be modulated by adaptation, a process that decreases responses to predictable features of sensory inputs. For example, neurons in auditory cortex show a form of adaptation that depends on the probability of a stimulus and supports novelty detection [1, 2] . Such a history-dependent and stimulus-specific modulation of response amplitudes can enhance the sensitivity of responses to unpredictable features and thereby increase the efficiency of a sensory code [1, 3] .
Other plasticity processes may not only modulate the amplitude of neuronal responses but also reorganize the distribution of sensory-or motor-related activity across populations of neurons. In primate motor cortex, for example, neuronal tuning curves drift even during stable performance of a reaching task [4] , resulting in slow changes of motor-related population activity over time. This process may depend on noise-driven changes in synaptic strengths and may support the learning of novel motor tasks [4, 5] . Slow drifts of population activity patterns have also been observed in hippocampal representations of space in familiar environments [6] and in neocortex [7] . A wide range of additional plasticity phenomena are observed during associative learning processes. In the visual cortex of mice, for example, learning modulates tuning properties of individual neurons and enhances the discriminability of population activity patterns evoked by task-relevant visual inputs [8] . Information is therefore encoded in the brain by neuronal activity patterns that change over time and depend on experience.
We examined the interplay between stability and plasticity of sensory representations in the olfactory system. The first olfactory processing center in the vertebrate brain, the olfactory bulb (OB), receives odor-specific patterns of input from sensory neurons in the nose through an array of discrete glomeruli. Neuronal circuits within the OB perform computations that decrease the overlap between activity patterns evoked by similar odors and stabilize activity patterns against variations in odor concentration [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Output neurons of the OB, the mitral/tufted cells (MCs), broadcast spatiotemporal patterns of activity to multiple target areas. The largest target is olfactory cortex, which comprises different brain areas, including piriform cortex. Principal neurons in olfactory cortex receive inputs from sparse subsets of MCs [18] , make distributed connections among each other [19, 20] , and send axon collaterals back to the OB [21] . Intra-cortical synaptic connections contribute substantially to the total synaptic input that cortical neurons receive during an odor response [22] and exhibit NMDA receptor-dependent synaptic plasticity [19, 20, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Odor responses in piriform cortex are variable, are not topographically organized, and adapt upon repeated or prolonged stimulation [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Population activity patterns in piriform cortex change during learning and can exhibit pattern separation and completion [35, 36] . These findings support the hypothesis that olfactory cortex performs computations related to auto-associative memory [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Various observations indicate that odor responses of MCs in the OB are reproducible over timescales of minutes to hours [10, 41, 42] . The stability of cortical odor responses, however, is less well understood. If olfactory cortex is a plastic brain area involved in auto-associative memory, cortical odor representations may be expected to be less stable than those in the OB and to change substantially, even on short timescales [43] . We examined the stability (and, inversely, the variability) of odor representations in adult zebrafish using repetitive odor stimulation paradigms that do not involve associative learning. Activity patterns were measured by multiphoton calcium imaging in the OB and in telencephalic area Dp, the teleost homolog of olfactory cortex [44, 45] . Whereas responses of OB output neurons were reproducible, responses of Dp neurons were variable, showed pronounced adaptation, and shifted between successive trials. The adaptation and stimulus-dependent shift of odor-evoked activity patterns in Dp were abolished by an antagonist of NMDA receptors. Hence, odor representations in Dp are modified by experience, even in the absence of reinforcement.
RESULTS

Measurements of Odor-Evoked Activity in the Adult Zebrafish Brain
We measured odor-evoked activity patterns by multiphoton calcium imaging in an ex vivo preparation of the adult zebrafish brain and nose [46] . The same odor stimulus (an individual amino acid, 10 À4 M, or a bile acid, 10 À5 M; 3 s duration) was applied 5-10 times at a fixed inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 2 min. Responses of individual neurons were quantified by the relative somatic fluorescence change (DF/F 0 ) within a 1.5 s time window encompassing the peak of the population response. The baseline fluorescence F 0 was usually determined as the minimum fluorescence within a long (>30 s) pre-stimulus period after low-pass filtering (F min method; STAR Methods) and should therefore reflect the fluorescence intensity in the absence of action potential firing. In a subset of experiments, however, long pre-stimulus recordings were not available and F 0 was determined as the mean fluorescence during two seconds preceding stimulus onset (F avg method), which had no major effect on results (STAR Methods). Usually, only one experiment was performed per fish, but in a subset of fish, additional experiments were performed to sequentially sample multiple optical planes. If so, experiments involved different odors and were separated by 25-168 min. Minimal, if any, mutual influence was observed between experiments performed in the same fish (STAR Methods). Importantly, no odor stimulus was presented prior to the first trial in the first experiment, and no stimuli were delivered between multiple experiments in the same fish. Datasets comprising multiple fish included different odors to minimize a possible odor-specific bias.
Adaptation and Variability of Odor Responses in the Olfactory Bulb
Recordings of odor-evoked activity patterns in the OB of adult zebrafish were performed in a transgenic fish line [47] expressing the genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicator GCaMP5 [48] under the control of an elavl3 (HuC) promoter fragment that directs expression to MCs [49] . As observed previously [10-12, 50, 51] , odors stimulated specific subsets of MCs ( Figures 1A, 1B , and S1A). The mean response amplitude in the first trial was significantly larger than the mean response in subsequent trials, which were indistinguishable from each other (n = 281 MCs; 7 experiments in 5 fish; one-way ANOVA; p = 0.026; Figure 1C ). The fit of an exponential adaptation curve had a time constant shorter than the inter-trial interval (t = 1.4 min) and an asymptote at 61% of the initial response ( Figures 1D and S2A ). The amplitude of the MC population response therefore decreased after the first trial but remained stable thereafter.
Consistent with previous observations [10, 42] , the pattern of activity across the population of MCs was highly reproducible in successive trials. The similarity of population responses was quantified by the Pearson correlation coefficient, r ( Figure 1E ), a measure that is independent of the mean response amplitude. The mean correlation across all trial pairs and experiments was hri = 0:86 ± 0:07 (mean ± SD) ( Figure 1E , upper triangle). However, the correlation between activity patterns in the first and subsequent trials (hri = 0:78 ± 0:13) was significantly lower than the correlation between subsequent trials (trials 2-8; hri = 0:89 ± 0:05; p = 0.022; n = 7 experiments; Figure 1F ). Hence, the first response pattern in a series of trials had a unique component. Pattern correlations between activity patterns before stimulus onset were close to zero ( Figure 1E , lower triangle; hri = 0:11 ± 0:09). Together, these results confirmed that MC odor representations exhibit high stability, particularly after the first trial.
Adaptation and Variability of Odor Responses in Dp
We next analyzed responses to repeated odor stimulation in Dp (see STAR Methods) after bolus loading of the red fluorescent Ca 2+ indicator rhod-2 AM [42, 52] . Odor stimulation elicited spatially distributed responses in Dp (Figures 2A, 2B , and S1B; n = 1,446 neurons from 14 experiments in 14 fish), consistent with previous observations [50, 53] . Unlike in the OB, the normalized mean response decreased gradually over trials ( Figures 2C, 2D , and S2B; one-way ANOVA; p << 10 À3 ).
An exponential adaptation curve had a time constant of t = 7.5 min and an asymptote at 48% of the initial response. Hence, responses of Dp neurons continued to adapt after MC responses had stabilized. The mean inter-trial correlation between activity patterns in Dp was hri = 0:62 ± 0:12 ( Figure 2E , upper triangle), significantly lower than in the OB (p < 10 À3 ; two-sample t test). The correlation between the first trial and later trials (hri = 0:48 ± 0:2) was significantly lower than the correlation between subsequent trials (trials 2-8; hri = 0:67 ± 0:11; p < 10 À3 ; n = 14 experiments; Figure 2F ). Hence, the Dp response pattern in the first trial was distinct from subsequent response patterns, as observed in the OB. Pattern correlations before stimulus onset were near zero ( Figure 2E , lower triangle; hri = 0:004 ± 0:03). Differences between the OB and in Dp are unlikely to be due to the different calcium indicators used ( Figure S3 ). These results show that odor-evoked activity patterns in Dp were significantly less stable, and therefore more variable, than the activity patterns of their MC inputs.
Recovery and stimulus-specificity of odor responses in Dp
We next analyzed the recovery of Dp odor responses from adaptation. We first delivered a series of eight odor stimuli (ISI = 2 min) and then applied a test stimulus 10 -37 min after the last stimulus in the series (mean recovery time ± SD: 20 ± 8 min; n = 1560 neurons in total; n = 13 experiments in 8 fish). The mean amplitude of the test response was significantly larger than the last response but significantly smaller than the first response in the preceding series ( Figure 3A) . Hence, responses recovered partially from adaptation after approximately 20 min, indicating that adaptation lasts for tens of minutes. We next examined the stimulus-selectivity of adaptation. Repeated stimulation with one odor (odor A; 8 trials) was followed immediately by repeated stimulation with a second odor (odor B; 8 trials), maintaining an ISI of 2 min between all stimuli. Correlations between responses to the same odors (A versus A, B versus B) were always higher than correlations between responses to different odors (A versus B; Figure 3B ; n = 646 cells; 7 experiments in 5 fish), and this difference was statistically significant (same odor: hri = 0:54 ± 0:22; different odors: hri = 0:24 ± 0:19 ; n = 7 experiments; paired t test; p << 10
À3
). Hence, odors could be distinguished reliably based on the associated activity patterns in Dp, despite the relatively low trial-to-trial correlations.
Cross-adaptation was analyzed using two dissimilar odors, tryptophan (Trp; an amino acid) and taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCA; a bile acid), that stimulate largely non-overlapping subsets of MCs [50] . In two experiments, Trp preceded TDCA, whereas in another two experiments, the order was reversed (total of n = 4 experiments in 4 fish; n = 448 neurons; STAR Methods). Mean responses to repeated presentations of each odor were fit well by independent adaptation curves ( Figures  3C and S2C ) with similar time constants (A: 4.1 min; B: 3.7 min) and relative asymptotic amplitudes (A: 44% of initial amplitude; B: 56% of initial amplitude; explained variance: A: 83% ± 22%; B: 76% ± 18%). However, the magnitude of the first response to odor B was significantly larger than the last response to odor A (142% ± 37%) but significantly smaller than the first response to odor A (71% ± 10%; one-way ANOVA; p << 10 À3 ; Figure 3C ). These results indicate that adaptation partially generalizes across odors.
The effect of prior stimulation with a different odor on the unique component in the first trial was assessed by quantifying the correlation between the first and subsequent trials (trial 1 versus trials 2-8) and the correlation between subsequent trials (trials 2-8 versus trials [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] the unique component, we analyzed experiments that were preceded by at least one experiment with another odor in the same fish (n = 6 experiments in 5 fish; 681 neurons). The average time between experiments was 82 ± 49 min (mean ± SD; range: 25-168 min), and no stimuli were applied during this time.
Correlations between trials 2-8 were higher than correlations between trial 1 and trials 2-8. The difference in correlations was Dr = 0.21 ± 0.16, significantly different from zero (p = 0.022; paired t test), and not significantly different from the control condition (p = 0.75; two-sample t test). Hence, the unique component of the first response recovered after tens of minutes.
Origin of Response Variability in Dp
We next analyzed trial-to-trial variability of odor responses in Dp, which may be caused by multiple processes that are not mutually exclusive. One possibility is that odor-evoked activity is superimposed with ongoing, stimulus-independent activity that will be referred to as ''representation noise.'' Alternatively, odor representations may be modified by a plasticity process that will be referred to as ''representation shift.'' If variability is caused primarily by representation noise, correlations between odorevoked activity patterns should be independent of the separation of trials in a sequence (''inter-trial distance''). Alternatively, if variability is caused by representation shift, pattern correlations should decrease with increasing inter-trial distance because shifts should accumulate over trials.
To examine these possibilities, we analyzed the mean similarity of response patterns as a function of inter-trial distance (n = 1,446 neurons from 14 experiments). The first trial was excluded because it was distinct from subsequent trials (see above). The mean pattern correlation decreased significantly with inter-trial distance ( Figure 4A ; p = 0.007; one-sample t test). Hence, representation shift contributed significantly to the observed inter-trial variability. The decrease was fit well by a linear function (r = À0.98, p < 10 À3 ; Figure 4A ). When the same analysis was performed after normalizing correlations in each experiment to their mean, the slope of the linear fit was À0.054 ( Figure 4B ). Hence, pattern correlation decreased, on average, by 5.4% per inter-trial interval. We define this measure as the representation shift index (RSI). In order to test whether adaptation may contribute to representation shift, we analyzed correlations between adjacent trials (e.g., trials 2 and 3 and trials 6 and 7) as a function of the position along the trial sequence. If correlation decrease resulted from adaptation, inter-trial correlations should change as a function of trial number. However, we found that correlations between adjacent trials were stable ( Figure 4C ; two-way ANOVA; p = 0.78) whereas response amplitudes adapted ( Figure 2D ). Hence, representation shift is independent of global amplitude adaptation.
The variability that cannot be accounted for by representation shift was defined as representation noise and was estimated by the y-intercept y 0 of the linear fit ( Figure 4A , empty circle). As y 0 represents the hypothetical correlation between responses with zero inter-trial distance, it provides an estimate of pattern correlation in the absence of representation shift. We therefore defined a representation noise index (RNI) as 1 À y 0 . The average RNI was 0.26 ± 0.09 and significantly different from zero (p << 10 À3 ; one-sample t test). Hence, representation noise also contributed to the observed variability of activity patterns in Dp.
In other sensory modalities, representation noise can result from the summation of sensory responses with ongoing, stimulus-independent activity [54, 55] . To investigate this possibility, we analyzed a subset of experiments in which spontaneous activity and evoked responses were measured in the same neurons (n = 1,707 neurons from n = 14 experiments in 9 fish) and asked whether spontaneously active neurons exhibit larger response variability. For each neuron, spontaneous activity was quantified as the fraction of time the neuron spent above 20% DF/F 0 during the spontaneous activity period ( Figure S4 ). In each experiment, neurons were separated into two groups of almost equal size: neurons with low spontaneous activity levels (n = 857) and neurons with high spontaneous activity levels (n = 850). For each neuron, the contribution of adaptation was removed by subtracting an exponential adaptation curve fit from the response amplitudes in successive trials. Response variability unrelated to adaptation was then quantified by the SD of the response magnitude across trials (STAR Methods). Neurons with high spontaneous activity exhibited significantly higher trial-to-trial variability than neurons with low spontaneous activity (low spontaneous activity: SD = 10.1% ± 5.2% DF/F 0 ; high spontaneous activity: SD = 13.5% ± 6.8% DF/F 0 ; paired t test; p = 0.001; Figure 4D ). This difference could not be accounted for by differences in mean response magnitude, which were not statistically significant (low spontaneous activity [mean ± SD]: 18.2% ± 13% DF/F 0 ; high spontaneous activity: 16.3% ± 10% DF/F 0 ; paired t test; p = 0.47). Moreover, pattern correlations across neurons with low spontaneous activity (hri = 0:66) were significantly higher than pattern correlations across neurons with high spontaneous activity (hri = 0:59; paired t test; p = 0.002; Figures 4E and 4F) . Accordingly, the RNI was significantly lower for neurons with low spontaneous activity (RNI = 0.25) than for neurons with high spontaneous activity (RNI = 0.38; paired t test; p = 0.008). Representation shift, in contrast, was not significantly different between the groups (paired t test; p = 0.83).
We further examined the relationship between ongoing and odor-evoked activity patterns using a simple additive model. The model assumes that the observed activity pattern during odor stimulation in each trial is the sum of a reproducible sensory response pattern and a variable pattern of ongoing activity. To estimate the ongoing activity pattern, we measured activity shortly before response onset, using the F min method to calculate DF/F 0 . This activity was then scaled and subtracted from the activity pattern measured during odor stimulation (STAR Methods). Subtraction of the estimate significantly increased trial-to-trial correlations in all experiments by hri = + 0:05 (9.7% ± 8.8%; n = 10 experiments; paired t test; p = 0.003), and this effect was reversed when estimates of ongoing activity were shuffled over trials (À34% ± 49%; n = 10 experiments; paired t test; p = 0.005; Figure 4G ; STAR Methods). Ongoing activity therefore contributed significantly to representation noise and may be the dominant source of odor-independent variability between trials.
Representation Shift Is Experience Dependent
We next asked whether representation shift occurs in the absence of odor stimulation, purely by the passage of time, or whether it depends on odor-evoked input (experience). Five or more repetitions of an odor (ISI = 2 min) were followed by two test stimuli 10-37 min (mean ± SD: 22 ± 8 min; ISI = 2 min) after the last stimulus of the preceding series (n = 10 experiments from 6 fish; n = 1,322 neurons). We then determined the mean correlation between activity patterns as a function of their temporal separation. The first trial in the series and the first test stimulus were excluded to avoid effects specific to the first trial in a series. Consistent with previous observations (Figures 4A and 4B) , correlations between activity patterns of the initial series decreased approximately linearly over time ( Figure 5 , open circles). If representations were stable in the absence of odor stimulation, correlations between the test response and the responses to the initial series should be independent of the delay. Hence, correlations should be predicted by the linear fit assuming one additional trial, independent of time ( Figure 5A , solid line). If, in contrast, representation shift reflects a time-dependent process, correlations should decrease during the delay and follow, at least initially, the linear fit ( Figure 5 , dashed lines). The observed inter-trial correlations were consistent with a stimulus-dependent process but inconsistent with a time-dependent process ( Figure 5 , filled circles). We therefore conclude that the representation shift is driven by sensory input.
NMDA Receptors Are Required for Adaptation and Representation Shift
Representation shift is an experience-dependent change of odor representations that most likely involves functional changes in synaptic connections. In olfactory cortex, pronounced synaptic plasticity occurs at intra-cortical synapses and depends on NMDA receptors [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . We therefore examined the effects of the NMDA receptor antagonist D(À)-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-AP5, 50 mM) on response patterns in Dp.
In a previous study in adult zebrafish, D-AP5 increased odor responses of some MCs but decreased others, resulting in a modest reorganization of odor-evoked activity patterns in the OB [51] . However, the mean and the variance of odor-evoked population activity patterns remained almost unchanged [51] , implying that D-AP5 should not substantially change the intensity and general structure of odor-evoked input to Dp. Consistent with this expectation, the main features of odor-evoked activity patterns in Dp in the presence of D-AP5 were similar to those observed under control conditions (Figures 6A-6C) . The mean response and the distribution of response amplitudes in the presence of D-AP5 (n = 479 neurons from 6 experiments in When odor stimuli were repeated in the presence of D-AP5 using the same protocol as under control conditions (ISI = 2 min), the normalized mean response in the first trial was slightly higher than in subsequent trials, but no adaptation was observed after the first trial (Figures 6F and S2D ; one-way ANOVA; p = 0.08). The fit of an exponential adaptation curve had a time constant shorter than the ISI (t = 0:2 min) and an asymptote at 81% of the initial response ( Figure 6F) . Hence, the blockade of NMDA receptors abolished the slow adaptation of odor responses in Dp.
D-AP5 also decreased trial-to-trial variability of odor responses in Dp. The mean inter-trial correlation between activity patterns in the presence of D-AP5 ( Figure 6G , upper triangle; hri = 0:85 ± 0:07; n = 479 neurons from 6 experiments in 4 fish) was significantly higher than the inter-trial correlation under control conditions (hri = 0:62 ± 0:12; two-sample t test; p << 10
À3
) and similar to the inter-trial correlation of MC activity patterns in the OB (hri = 0:87 ± 0:08; two-sample t test; p = 0.9). The mean correlation between the activity pattern in the first trial (hri = 0:82 ± 0:08) was lower than the correlation between subsequent patterns (hri = 0:86 ± 0:08; Figure 6H ). This difference was not statistically significant but became significant in a larger dataset that included additional experiments with five trials (paired t test; p = 0.01; n = 12 experiments in 5 fish, 1,155 neurons), indicating that the uniqueness of the first trial is at least partially preserved. Correlations between spontaneous activity patterns before stimulus onset were close to zero (hri = 0:03 ± 0:07; Figure 6G , lower triangle). Hence, blockade of NMDA receptors stabilized activity patterns in Dp after the first trial.
To quantify these effects of D-AP5, we analyzed representation noise and representation shift in Dp. In the presence of D-AP5, ongoing activity was strongly reduced ( Figure 7A observation, the RNI was significantly lower in the presence of D-AP5 than under control conditions (p < 10 À3 ; two-sample t test; intercepts in Figures 7C and 7D) . Hence, the blockade of NMDA receptors reduced representation noise, which can be attributed, at least in part, to the decrease in spontaneous activity.
We further observed that correlations between odor-evoked activity patterns did not significantly decrease with increasing inter-trial distance in the presence of D-AP5 (p = 0.6; slopes in Figure 7C ). As a consequence, the RSI in the presence of D-AP5 was significantly lower than under control conditions ( Figure 7E) . Hence, the stimulus-dependent shift of odor representations in Dp depends on NMDA receptors.
DISCUSSION
Our results show that odor-evoked activity patterns undergo at least three changes during repeated odor stimulation: (1) a decrease in response amplitude after the first stimulus (''first-trial effect''), (2) a slow adaptation of odor responses during subsequent trials, and (3) a systematic shift of odor representations during successive trials (''representation shift''). Furthermore, trial-to-trial variability of odor responses was substantially higher in Dp than in the OB due to high spontaneous activity and representation shift. The slow adaptation, the representation shift, and the high spontaneous activity were almost completely eliminated by an NMDA receptor antagonist. Together, these results show that repeated odor stimulation resulted in an attenuation and reorganization of odor-evoked activity patterns in Dp. These experience-dependent modifications of odor representations may be involved in perceptual learning of familiar odors and support the detection of novel stimuli.
Experience-Dependent Changes in Odor Representations
Repeated odor stimulation caused modifications of odor representations, particularly in Dp, that did not occur in the absence of odor stimulation. Odor-evoked activity in the OB, in contrast, was highly reproducible after the first trial, and most of the variability in Dp was abolished by an NMDA receptor antagonist. Hence, the observed changes of odor-evoked activity in Dp reflect experience-dependent modifications of odor representations and cannot be explained by instable experimental conditions, such as mechanical drift, bleaching, or phototoxicity. The ex vivo preparation used in this study comprises the entire brain [46] and, thus, preserves neuromodulatory systems and potential interactions between brain areas. However, effects of sensory-motor feedback or modulations of brain state that occur during natural behaviors cannot be analyzed. Experiencedependent olfactory processing in behaving animals may therefore exhibit additional complexity.
Consistent with observations in piriform cortex [31] [32] [33] [34] , odor responses in Dp varied from trial to trial, but population responses enabled reliable discrimination of odors. Over trials, response patterns underwent changes that may be divided into three categories.
(1) First-trial effect: after the very first presentation of an odor, the amplitude of subsequent odor responses decreased and the population activity pattern changed significantly in the OB and in Dp. This effect generalized across odors and recovered on long timescales. The first-trial effect was distinct from other experience-dependent changes because it had different kinetics and because it was preserved, at least partially, in the presence of an NMDA receptor antagonist. (2) Slow adaptation: the amplitude of odor responses in Dp adapted over trials and subsequently recovered over tens of minutes. The precise time course of recovery remains to be determined. (3) Representation shift: odor-evoked patterns of activity in Dp changed systematically between trials. This representation shift did not occur in the absence of stimulation ( Figure 5 ) and therefore reflects an experience-dependent reorganization of odor representations.
The first-trial effect and the slow adaptation resulted in a decrease of response amplitudes upon repeated odor stimulation. Consistent with these observations, multiple forms of response adaptation have been described in other species. In the insect antennal lobe, firing rate changes decrease during a series of odor presentations, whereas oscillatory synchronization increases [56] . In the OB of rodents, prolonged or repeated odor exposure decreases subsequent odor responses, possibly by multiple mechanisms [57] [58] [59] . In the olfactory cortex of rodents, adaptation of odor responses is pronounced [28, [59] [60] [61] , consistent with our observations in Dp. Cortical adaptation is distinct from adaptation in the OB and includes the depression of afferent synapses between MCs and pyramidal cells by mechanisms involving metabotropic glutamate receptors [30, 62, 63] . Effects of repeated odor stimulation are therefore qualitatively similar in zebrafish and rodents, but further studies are required to compare the underlying mechanisms.
In addition to the adaptation of response amplitudes, the firsttrial effect and the representation shift resulted in a reorganization of odor-evoked activity across neuronal populations. In awake rodents, long odor stimuli modify receptive fields [59] and repeated odor stimulation produce a gradual refinement of odor-evoked activity patterns in the OB over the course of days [58, [64] [65] [66] . We did not observe comparable effects in the OB, presumably because our experimental schedule, experimental conditions, and analysis time window were different. Instead, we found that activity patterns in the OB changed selectively after the first trial and stabilized thereafter. Similar effects may have gone unnoticed in previous studies because responses to the very first presentation of an odor may often not have been recorded.
The most pronounced reorganization of odor representations was observed in Dp as a consequence of representation shift. In rodents, cortical representations are modulated by learning [36, 67, 68] . The finding that higher-order odor representations are also modified by passive odor exposure implies that odor representations in Dp contain information about the history of odor stimulation, consistent with the notion that olfactory perception is a memory-based process [43] .
Trial-to-trial variations between odor-evoked activity patterns in Dp also included a variable component that could not be accounted for by the history of odor stimulation. Consistent with observations in other sensory cortices [54, 55, 69] , this representation noise could be explained to a large extent by ongoing, stimulus-independent activity. Ongoing activity and representation noise were abolished by the blockade of NMDA receptors, indicating that they depend on synaptic input through NMDA receptors or on NMDA spikes [70] . Random variability of neuronal activity patterns can be important for a plastic network to explore different activity states in a learning process, for example, by preventing the network from getting trapped in local minima [4, 5, 71, 72] .
Possible Mechanisms and Functions of ExperienceDependent Plasticity
The slow adaptation and representation shift were observed specifically in Dp and abolished by an NMDA receptor antagonist, suggesting that these processes involve NMDA-receptordependent plasticity of synaptic connections in Dp. However, other brain areas may also be involved because the pharmacological manipulation was not restricted to Dp. The slow adaptation may include the depression of afferent synapses from the OB, as observed in piriform cortex [30, 62, 63] .
Representation shift could be an indirect consequence of the slow adaptation if adaptation is not uniform across the population of Dp neurons. However, this hypothesis is not supported by the observation that the slow adaptation and the representation shift have different kinetics. Alternatively, representation shift may involve modifications of synaptic interactions between neurons in Dp or elsewhere. In piriform cortex, NMDA-receptordependent long-term potentiation is prominent at synapses between principal neurons [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and thought to mediate the formation of auto-associative memories [37] [38] [39] [40] . Further experiments may therefore test the possibility that the representation shift represents a form of circuit plasticity that is also involved in associative olfactory learning.
Representation shift could reflect a directed evolution of the network toward a stable configuration that specifically represents the experienced odor. This scenario is related to classical point attractor models and predicts that representation shift should eventually decrease as the stable configuration is approached. Alternatively, representation shift may not converge onto a stable state but reflect shifts between multiple equivalent network states [4] . We have not observed an obvious convergence of odor representations in our experiments, but this possibility cannot be excluded given the limited number of trials. A continuous evolution of odorevoked activity patterns does not preclude reliable classification if patterns are confined to manifolds in coding space. Indeed, long-term encoding of information by continuously evolving neuronal ensembles has been observed in various different brain areas [4, 6, 7] .
Our results and others indicate that adaptation is prominent in olfaction, particularly after the first stimulus in a series. As adaptation generalizes partially across odors, one of its functions could be to adjust global response sensitivity to variations in odor intensity. Furthermore, because adaptation includes an odor-specific component, it may also emphasize novelty, a stimulus attribute that strongly affects olfactory behavior and perception. For example, rats respond with fast sniffing to novel odors, but not to familiar odors [73] , and humans respond more rapidly in a ''same-different'' discrimination task when odors are different [74] . In rodents, olfactory novelty detection involves a temporal filter that requires sniffing [75] , an active sampling behavior that is absent in fish. Our results thus indicate that novelty detection may also involve other neural mechanisms.
The observed refinement of odor representations in Dp implies that odor representations integrate information about an individual's olfactory experience. This plasticity of odor representations may be of no direct consequence if modifications of odorevoked activity patterns occur along dimensions of coding space that do not directly influence perception or behavior. In motor cortex, for example, ''drifts'' in motor representations occur in the presence of stable motor behavior, and these drifts appear to reflect a plasticity process that is driven by spontaneous, task-independent neural activity [4, 76] . However, odor representations in Dp were stable in the absence of odor stimulation, indicating that representation shift is not driven by spontaneous activity but requires sensory input. Our results therefore support a model in which odor representations evolve in an experience-dependent manner. Such a process could be useful for optimizing representations of specific odors that are relevant to an individual.
Previous studies demonstrated that odor-evoked activity patterns in piriform cortex are reorganized during supervised learning and that these reorganizations are associated with an improved ability to classify learned odors [36, 67, 68] . Representation shift, however, is an unsupervised plasticity process that occurs in the absence of reinforcement. In humans, familiarization alone increases the ability to discriminate between odors [77, 78] , indicating that perceptual learning can occur also without reinforcement. The representation shift observed in Dp may therefore reflect a refinement of odor representations that contributes to passive perceptual learning. Hence, representation shift may represent a memory trace that is constantly updated and influences the processing of future inputs, consistent with the notion that olfactory processing is continuously shaped by experience [43] .
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Experiments were performed on adult zebrafish (Danio rerio) of both sexes with an age of 11.6 ± 5.1 months (mean ± SD). Fish were raised and kept under standard laboratory conditions (26 C; 13 h/11 h light/dark cycle). Experiments in Dp were performed in a laboratory wild-type line (AbEK/Tü x WIK) while activity measurements in the OB were performed in an elavl3:GCaMP5 transgenic line [47] . In the adult OB, this line expresses the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP5 [48] predominantly in MCs, which could further be identified by morphology and position within the OB. All experiments were approved by the Veterinary Department of the Canton Basel-Stadt (Switzerland).
METHOD DETAILS Experimental preparation
Physiological measurements were performed in an ex vivo preparation of the entire zebrafish brain and nose [46] . Briefly, fish were anesthetized by cooling to 4 C and decapitated in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF [79] ) containing (in mM) 124 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1.25 KH 2 PO 4 , 1.6 MgSO 4 , 22 D-(+)-Glucose, 2 CaCl 2 , 24 NaHCO 3 , pH 7.2. After removal of the jaws, the eyes and the bones covering the ventral telencephalon, the dura mater over the posterior zone of the dorsal telencephalon (Dp) was removed to facilitate access of the injection pipette and drugs. For experiments in the OB, the ventral bones covering the OB were also removed. After surgery, the preparation was placed in a perfusion chamber and slowly warmed up to room temperature.
For activity measurements in Dp, 50 mg of rhod-2-AM (Invitrogen) were dissolved in 30 mL of DMSO/Pluronic F-127 (80/20; Invitrogen) and stored in 4 mL aliquots for % 2 weeks at À20 C. Before each experiment, an aliquot was diluted 1:5 in ACSF and loaded into a glass pipette with a tip diameter of approximately 3 mm. Dye injections were targeted at a region in the ventro-lateral part of the dorsal telencephalon located immediately caudal to the prominent furrow and blood vessel that run perpendicular to the rostrocaudal axis. This brain region comprises parts of the posterior zone of the dorsal telencephalon (Dp) and of the nucleus taeniae (NT), a small nucleus that is not always distinguished from Dp [80, 81] and that also responds to odor stimulation. For simplicity we refer to the imaged region as Dp although the region does not include the anterior aspect of Dp. Dye solution was loaded into a glass micropipette and pressure-ejected at sites $150 mm dorsal from the ventralmost aspect of Dp. Beginning of dye uptake was monitored by multiphoton microscopy and became visible within seconds. Pressure was adjusted to achieve a slow increase in labeling intensity and minimal swelling of the tissue. Usually, 2 -3 injections were administered at different rostro-caudal locations, each lasting 40 -120 s. Imaging experiments were started > 1 hr after dye injection. odor-specific biases. Odors were applied through a constant stream of ACSF directed at the ipsilateral naris [53] . The flow rate was held constant at 3 -4 mL/min by a peristaltic pump. Odors were introduced into the flow by a custom-designed, computer-controlled odor delivery system containing three 3-way solenoid valves (The Lee Co.). This system allowed for loading of odors into a reservoir tube and subsequent insertion of this tube into the flow path with minimal disturbance of the flow pattern. The duration of the odor stimulus was set to $3 s by the size of the reservoir tube and the flow rate. After each stimulus, odor was actively removed from the chamber by the perfusion (exponential clearing, t < 5 s) and the reservoir tube was cleaned. Inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) were 2 min ± 10 s, allowing for complete clearing of the previous odor trace. The NMDA receptor antagonist D-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (D-AP5; Tocris) was dissolved in ACSF to a final concentration of 50 mM immediately before the experiment and applied through the perfusion.
Odor application and pharmacology
Data acquisition and pre-processing Multiphoton calcium imaging in Dp was performed using a custom-built microscope similar to a previous design [46] with a 20x water immersion objective (NA 1.0; Zeiss). The axial extent of the point-spread function was usually < 2 mm (full width at half maximum) at 860 nm, the typical wavelength used to excite rhod-2. Data were acquired at 128 ms/frame using ScanImage software [82] . After each trial, the field of view was readjusted to compensate for possible drifts by an automated routine that acquired a small z stack of ± 3 mm (step size 0.5 mm). Laser intensity was adjusted to minimize photobleaching. Odor stimulation started approximately 5 s (short pre-odor period) or 33 s (long pre-odor period) after the start of data acquisition in each trial. The protocol was constant throughout each experiment.
Multiphoton calcium imaging in the OB was performed using a scanning multiphoton microscope fit with resonant mirrors operating at 30 Hz. To increase the mitral cell imaging yield within a trial, four focal planes were imaged simultaneously using a method based on remote focusing with a voice coil motor [83] . Adjacent planes were separated by 20 -30 mm and the frame rate in each plane was 7.5 Hz. The odor stimulation protocol was identical to that used in Dp.
In each experiment, the alignment of image planes between trials was verified and minor drift was corrected manually if necessary. Experiments were excluded if image planes were unstable. Only somata that were visible and stable in all trials were included in the analysis. Regions of interest (ROIs) for the analysis of calcium signals were drawn manually over all somata in each image plane.
Fluorescence intensity was averaged across all pixels in each ROI, resulting in a time series of fluorescence intensity values for each ROI and trial. To calculate the relative change in fluorescence (DF/F 0 ), the baseline fluorescence F 0 was calculated in one of two ways [84, 85] . In experiments using a short pre-odor period ($5 s), F 0 was defined as the mean fluorescence during the two seconds preceding stimulus onset (F avg method). In experiments using a long pre-odor period ($33 s), the mean raw fluorescence was calculated in a 3 s time window moving over the time period before stimulus onset and F 0 was defined as the lowest value across all time windows (F min method). The same procedure was used to determine F 0 in trials without odor stimulation. Applying the F avg method to all datasets had no major effects on the final results.
Measurements from different experiments were aligned in time because stimulus onset times varied slightly due to small variations in flow rate and odor delivery. In each experiment, time series of calcium signals (DF/F 0 ) were averaged over all ROIs and the time when the mean response crossed 35% of the peak response was chosen as a robust indicator of response time. Visual inspection showed that the earliest responses of individual ROIs were usually detected $0.8 s prior to this threshold crossing. For each experiment we therefore defined the onset time as 0.8 s prior to the 35% crossing of the population response.
To analyze population activity patterns, DF/F 0 was averaged within a 1.5 s time window that started 1.5 s after the above-defined response onset time. This resulted in a time window that was centered on the peak of the population response. Variation of the time window onset and duration had only minor effects on the results. An experiment was included in the analysis if it contained a series of 8 odor trials.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analysis
Most datasets were approximately normally distributed, as indicated by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For these datasets, statistical tests were two-tailed and parametric (1-sample and 2-sample t tests, 1-way ANOVA). The only data that were not consistent with a normal distribution were the activity levels before and during application of D-AP5. These data were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Significant pairwise differences following ANOVA were determined by post hoc contrasts using Tukey's HSD method or, when the overall ANOVA resulted in p << 10 À3 , using Fisher's LSD method.
The main dataset (odor responses in Dp, control condition) contained n = 14 experiments performed in 14 fish (Figures 2, 3 , 4A-4C, and 7C-7E). No odor was applied in these fish prior to the first trial in the dataset. In most of these fish, more than one experiment was performed, and experiments were separated in time by 25 -168 min. When multiple experiments per fish were included in the dataset (n = 26 experiments in 15 fish, 2530 neurons), results were very similar to those obtained using the first experiments alone (n = 14 experiments in 14 fish). In other datasets, we therefore sometimes included multiple experiments from the same fish that were separated by 25 -168 min.
Mean correlation matrices were calculated by averaging over correlation matrices of individual experiments.
Further analysis
To quantify the representation shift index (RSI), mean correlations were calculated as a function of inter-trial distance in each experiment after excluding the first trial. Correlation values in each experiment were normalized by their mean and pooled for each condition (OB, Dp, Dp with D-AP5). In each condition, all data points were fit by a linear regression line. The RSI was defined as the slope of this fit. To infer whether the RSI in two conditions differed from each other, we tested whether the slope of each of the two regression lines was outside the 95% confidence interval of the other slope.
The additive contribution of spontaneous activity to response variability was estimated using data from experiments with a long pre-odor period (n = 633 neurons; 10 experiments in 4 fish). We modeled the observed response pattern a . as the sum of a hypothetical fixed response pattern a Ã .
and a noisy population pattern resulting from spontaneous activity, h .
. A similar approach has previously been used to model response variability of single units in primary visual cortex based on population activity measured by voltage sensitive dyes [54] . Because the noisy population pattern h . had to be estimated from the same signal as the response pattern it was impossible to estimate the ongoing activity at the exact time of response. We therefore used spontaneous activity preceding the onset of the response as an estimate of h .
. Our estimate of the hypothetical fixed response was thus calculated for each trial k as:
= a k . À a,h k . ðt 0 À tÞ where t 0 was the response onset, t (in the range 0 -2 s) a delay factor anda (in the range 0 -1) an attenuation factor. The attenuation factor accounts for the fact that spontaneous patterns were expected to decay between the time point of measurement and the odor response. The delay factor was used to allow for differences in the dynamics of activity in different experiments. For each experiment, a and t were fixed and chosen to maximize pattern correlations between all subtracted response patterns a ; /. To verify that the increase in correlations is due to spontaneous activity subtraction we performed bootstrap statistics. For each odor series, we retained the a and t values used for that series, and permuted the trials so that from each trial k we subtracted spontaneous activity preceding a different trial, l:
In each experiment, we repeated the calculation for all derangements (i.e., permutations with no fixed point; 44 derangements for experiments with 5 repetitions, 14833 derangements for experiments with 8 repetitions).
In the analysis of odor specificity (experiments using two odor series), the dataset consisted of 7 experiments in 5 fish (n = 646 neurons; Figure 3B ). For the analysis of cross-adaptation, a subset of 4 experiments from 4 fish was used (n = 448 neurons; Figure 3C ). The subset contained only those experiments in which the exponential fit of the adaptation curve to the odor A sequence was good (> 40% of the variance explained by the fit). This criterion does not bias the results because it is independent of the effect of odor A on odor B. At the same time, it allowed for the comparison of adaptation dynamics across the two odors. The subset also resulted in a balanced dataset in which the same odor pair was presented twice in each of two opposite orders. Hence, odor-specific biases in response amplitude were minimized. Repeating the 2-odor correlation analysis for this subset did not alter the results qualitatively (correlations across odors were lower than the correlations within each odor).
